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PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

Our competitor’s chain - Notice that it only has HALF the 
number of Diamond segments compared to our Diamond 
Chain! 

 DITEQ C42 Diamond Chain 
Longer life 

More torque can be placed on chain and bar due to less 
spacing. 
Gives greater life - up to 30% more surface area. 
Chain stretching is reduced because of pressure on each 
segment is lower. 
Cuts significantly faster when cutting through heavy 
reinforced concrete. More diamonds in contact with the 
material. 
Smoother Cutting & Less Vibration to the operator 
"Continuous Link Technology" diamond grinding - no 
jumping of the chain from missing segments. 

 
Segments Quality 

Unique sandwich segment design maintains segment 
profile throughout chain life 
The sandwich design has harder outer shell that keeps 
the segment's profile throughout its life. The use of a soft 
bond in the center enables fast cutting, especially in 
heavy steel. 
Only top quality diamonds are used in the bond which 
increases speed and life. 

 
Special Grinding 
OPEN SEGMENTS- DITEQ chain is surface ground during 
the production, so the operator can start cutting 
immediately out of the box.  
(In competitor's chain it can take more than 20 minutes to 
open the segment, even in abrasive material). 

Item Number Description  Price 

DIT-140551 11”, #853 $169.00 

DIT-140552 15”, #853 $219.00 

DIT-140553 19”, #853  $345.00 

DIT-140554 24”, #853  $681.00 

DIT-140556 13”, Stanley LCC30, #814  $196.00 

DIT-140557 15”, Stanley LCC30  $219.00 

DIT-140558 15”, Stanley LCC31  $219.00 

DIT-140559 15”, RGC  $248.00 

DIT-140560 20”, RGC  $417.00 

DIT-140561 12”, #614GC/680GC  $175.00 

DIT-140562 14”, #614GC/680GC/633 & K950  $196.00 

DIT-140563 16”, #633GC/680GC  $248.00 

EVERY link has 
a Diamond 
Segment! 
 
Cuts faster! 
 
Less stretch! 
 
Lasts up to 
TWICE as long! 

Item Number Saw Type Bar Length Price 

DIT-140409 Gas #613  12”  $664.10  

DIT-140416 Gas #633  16”  $797.50  

DIT-140415 Gas #633/K950  14”  $722.10  

DIT-140410 Hydro #814  13"  $577.10  

DIT-140412 Hydro #853  11”  $635.10  

DIT-140411 Hydro #853  15”  $751.10  

DIT-140413 Hydro #853  19”  $884.50  

DIT-140414 Hydro #853  24”  $1,070.00 

DIT-140417 Hydro #CC2020  12” $710.50  

DIT-140418 Hydro #CC2020  16”  $838.10  

DIT-140419 Hydro #CC2020  20”  $983.10  

DIT-140420 Hydro #CC2020  24”  $1,116.50 
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